Fig. 1. The Entrance to the Sacred Spring at Corinth
. The fact that the frieze continued so far to the right as to serve this strange purpose is sufficient to prove that the spring and the temple belonged to the same deity. The water of the spring was carried to the temple for some ritual use.
That Apollo was the deity of the grotto is made very probable by the tripods which were set upon the triglyph wall. The triangular base of one is above the spring while the second, a round base, is set on the other side of the steps (Fig. 1) There the original oracular spring by which the priestess was inspired must have been down in a grotto of some sort. To approach the adyton the priestess had to KaTrL3aw68a'0 and degressus.1' Later when a temple was built and the oracles were rendered within it, the same verbs were used to describe the approach to the adyton. The mantic cave at Delphi became a mantic crypt in the temple. At Corinth Pausanias saw neither the temple nor the sacred spring, but he mentioned as standing in the agora and perhaps near the site of the spring a statue of Apollo Klarios whose priest near Kolophon descended to a fons arcanus.
The foundations of the temple of the spring at Corinth are partly preserved (Fig. 5) . According to the accepted theory it contained an altar of which the base remains (Fig. 4) spring itself and prophesied as did his colleague at Klaros. The water had received its inspirational powers from a generous admixture of wine. Later when the wall with spouts was constructed, an opening was left in it so that the channel behind was accessible. Still later when the ground level about the spring was raised, and it was completely enclosed save for a flight of steps, the apsidal temple of Apollo was built, and the mystic rite regularly performed there. The mixture of water from the sacred spring and wine flowed in an artificial channel at a higher level to a jar in the open air where the priest continued to drink and to utter oracles.
Fig. 6. Vall of Tank in Front of Sacred Spring Showing Two Grooves \Vorn by Jars
Since the Delphic priestesses gave their prophecies in a ,uavr.Eov which was called an a'vrpov, it is evident that the cave preceded the oracular temple. Certain titles survive from this earlier period. Apollo Pvthios owes his appellative to Pytho the snake which haunted the spring and the cave95 from which the spring issued. The Melissa, " Bee," another title of the Delphic and Apolline priestess, was due to the presence of the bees in a cave of which Homer was aware.26 The laurel the leaves of which the Pythia chewed may have covered the Pvthia's cave as it did the cave described by Homer.27 The significance of the laurel and the bee in Apolline cult is apparent in the tradition that the first temple of Apollo at Delphi was of laurel, and that the second was made by bees out of wax and feathers.28 These are not empty 25 Cf. avTpa Spa'KOV7O'1 (Euripides, Phoen., 232). ., 1245-48) . Then the first three temples are described in terms of the flora and fauna of the mantic cave. KaTaXaXKOs may allude to the color of the serpent. Athena however had a brazen house at Sparta. fancies. They are rather allusions to the laurel which " covered " the cave of prophecy, to the bees which swarmed there while the feathers were those of the rock doves which likewise haunted the cave of Apollo. From the artificial Dionysiac cave which appeared in the Ptolemaic procession flew doves, lrEpG-rEpact, bao(ro-at, and rpvyo'iE.29 Although this list does not include the olva', the rock dove, which derived its name according to Aristotle from the wine-dark color of its feathers, it is obvious that the Dionysiac character of the cave described in Athenaios would have been greatly enhanced by a dove suggestive of wine. At Delphi the importance of the dove is clearly revealed by Euripides in the Iomi 30 where a flock of doves significantly described as KCt)OS flies into the banquet hall and drinks of the libation of wine which has been poured upon the floor. These doves which dwell in the house of Apollo are the successors of the doves that long before haunted the cave of the oracular god.3' The early consultants of the mantic cave had observed the habitat of these birds and put their feathers into the traditions of the cult as they did also the snake, the laurel and the bee.
Since the original mantic grotto at Delphi contributed so much to the traditions of the cult, the question arises whether the grotto influenced in any way the form of the temple which was built near the mantic spring. One may conjecture that the apse of the small archaic temple at Delphi is a reminiscence of the mantic grotto whether the little temple belonged to Ge, Themis, or any other mantic predecessor of Apollo. The later oracular temple did not retain the apse. Neither did the later temple of Apollo in the Athenian agora retain the apse of the earlier temple beneath it. In Corinth the temple to which water was carried from the sacred spring of Apollo had an apse, the survival in conventionalized form of the primitive mantic grotto nearby.
It is probable that some of these mantic grottoes put on a temple front. The Klarian grotto has a pediment carved in the rock. The Corinthian has a frieze of triglyphs and metopes which crowns a solid wall, but close behind this wall are stone pillars which served in the earlier period to support the projecting roof of the grotto. The general conclusion is then that the sacred grotto containing a spring of water served the purpose of a temple, was consequently embellished with part or all of a temple facade, and finally yielded an independent structure to which was transferred the mantic function of the primitive cave. The best illustration of the development is the sacred spring and its temple at Corinth. So important was the flowing water in these numerotus and early mantic grottoes that the general Greek word for temple vao-s, a word of unexplained origin, may be a congener of vai-/ua " flowing water." 36 
II. THE ARTIFICIAL GROTTO AND ARTIFICIAI SPRING
Just as the Apolline mantic grotto with a Doric facade yielded a Doric temple in which the cave survived as an apse, so the natural grotto with a spring was reproduced in a completely artificial grotto to which water was conducted by aqueduct. A most elaborate example of this architectural metaphor-is the so-called exedra of Herodes Atticus at Olympia (Figs. 7-8 
III. THE GROTTO AND THE APSIDAL BOULEUTERION
Yet another reminiscence of the sacred grotto is found in the Bouleuterion at Olympia the plan of wvhich is unique (Fig. 9) . A central square is flanked by apsidal wings. The similarity of these in plan to the early apsidal foundations between the Heraion and the Metro6n is so great as to indicate a continuity of type. 48 The apse of two of the foundations is separated from its chamber by a cross wall as in the Bouleuterion. The purpose of the early buildings is not known. Their proximity to the Heraion, the oldest temple in the Altis, favors the assumption that they were not ordinary houses. Their orientation north may mean that they were not occupied in winter but in the summer when a cool exposure was desirable. They may have been the houses of the administrators of the earliest games.
That If the relation of the word p4yapov to the Hebrew me7trdh 52 "cave " is real, then the original megaron becomes a cave with a semantic history corresponding to that of the Mithraic spelunca. The Greek use of the word E'yapa to designate the pits into which offerings were thrown during the Thesmophoria seems to retain its original meaning. It was no mere chance that a statue of Zeus stood in the court between the two apsidal megara of the Bouleuterion. 
